Farmers Day 2017

The Farmers Day (Karshaka Dinam) organised by the Agriculture Department was formally inaugurated on 16th August 2017 by the Hon Chief Minister Shri Pinarayi Vijayan and presided by Hon Agriculture Minister Adv V S Sunil Kumar. The inaugural function was graced by several State Ministers and dignitaries. Farmers rally, Exhibitions and a grand function organised at Tagore Theatre Trivandrum were the major highlight of the celebration.

District Soil Conservation Officer, Palakkad Smt Bindhu Menon, Soil Conservation Officer, Kanhangad Dr Sajeesh P.K and Overseer, Perinthalmanna Shri Janardhanan K.P. bagged the Kshoni Priya, Kshoni Sahayak and Kshoni Sevak awards respectively given to the best performing officers of the Department each year.